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RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTION GUIDELINES
In general, the Library will consider requests for limited reproduction of material held by the Library
for the purpose of research, teaching, learning, exhibition, or publication, provided that such duplication
can be done without physically harming the materials and when duplication does not violate
confidentiality, donor agreements, copyright restrictions or any other restrictions or legislation.
The Library has the right to charge reproduction, processing, and handling fees, as well as royalties,
where appropriate.
All fees shall be paid in advance of processing orders. Orders are filled on a first-paid, first-processed
basis, without exception. We are not able to accommodate rush orders. The Library reserves the right not
to process orders for researchers with unpaid balances at the Library or any other Wits facility.
The relevant reproductions application form must be completed before reproduction can take place.
Reproduction fees vary according to the purpose for which items are to be used, and may be altered or
waived at the discretion of the Library. Fees may be modified if the image is used for non-commercial
purposes. Processing costs remain constant for all transactions.
To receive reproductions of copyrighted materials, you may first need to seek written permission from the
copyright holder. In some cases, Library staff can provide you with contact information for the holders of
copyright in the materials sought. However, the researcher assumes all responsibility for ensuring that
copyright laws are observed and that all necessary permissions are secured in writing prior to publishing
or distributing materials from the Library. The researcher must supply written proof of copyright
permission from the copyright holder before reproduction and digitisation can take place.
Permission to reproduce and/or publish, when granted, is for a single, non-exclusive use in one
publication or production (book, periodical, TV production, website, etc.) Later or different use,
including subsequent editions, reprints, or any other reproduction by photographic or electronic means
constitutes re-use. Permission must be separately negotiated for re-use and may require additional fees.
These reproductions may not be made for, or donated to, other repositories or further reproduced without
prior written permission from the Library and/or the copyright holder.
All reproductions must be accompanied by ownership credit as well as the correct citation. The following
acknowledgment/credit must be used: “Reproduced with permission courtesy of [name of specific
collection], Historical Papers Research Archive, the Library, University of the Witwatersrand,
Johannesburg”.
Materials will be processed and permission for use will be granted only upon receipt of completed forms,
proof of copyright compliance and payment in full.
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The Library would appreciate receiving copies of any magazines, books, films, articles or exhibit
catalogues using items from its collections.
In the interests of preservation, fragile documents may not be digitised or copied.
Cropping or enhancement of images requires the Principal Curator’s approval and must be cited as
“cropped image”.
Using cameras in the Reading Room
The use of cameras (e.g. digital) by researchers to make copies of certain archival records is permitted.
The service relates to the use of cameras only. You may not use any device which comes into contact
with the record, such as a flatbed scanner or hand held scanner that is moved across the face of
documents.
You may not:
• use a tripod or photographic flash
• disturb other researchers
• damage records or treat records in a way likely to result in damage
• use the camera in areas other than the area designated for photography
• photograph records except for the purposes of research or study
• further reproduce or publish material that is still in copyright unless you have the permission of
the copyright holder.
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